Figure 2. Resident Speed Dating: Preceptor Survey

How many times have you participated in Speed Dating?

- [ ] Once
- [ ] More than once
- [ ] At least once but I don't remember if it was more than once

Combining your experience from all the times that you came to Speed Dating, what was the outcome?

- [ ] A resident has never contacted me after.
- [ ] A resident contacted me at least once but they did not end up working with me.
- [ ] I found a resident to work with me.

What format would you recommend for Speed Dating in the future?

- [ ] The current format (each resident meets with each preceptor)
- [ ] A format where residents can pick and choose which preceptors they meet with
- [ ] A format where each preceptor has 5 minutes to speak to the entire group and residents then go ask them questions individually if they want to
- [ ] Another format

You were provided about 5 minutes per preceptor. How many minutes do you think would be ideal?

- [ ] A very good way to match residents and preceptors
- [ ] Disappointing - I will probably not participate again
- [ ] I am rather neutral about it.

What is your overall impression of Speed Dating?
Assume that the format could be the one that you favored in the question above.

- [ ] A very good way to match residents and preceptors
- [ ] Disappointing - I will probably not participate again
- [ ] I am rather neutral about it.

What would you recommend to improve Speed Dating?

Please provide any other comments that you have about Speed Dating or about matching residents with potential preceptors.